The aim of these course is to introduce students to the geographic regions of the world while emphasizing the nature of their physical resources, economies, culture and politics. This course will address the issues of globalization that include growing health, wealth and education inequalities; emergent disease transmission; cultural appropriation and loss; migration; and environmental change among other issues. This course is an excellent introduction to geography for non-declared freshman and sophomore undergraduate students.

eTextbook - World Regional Geography Without Subregions: Global Patterns, Local Lives, 7th Edition

You can access the e-text through Blackboard using Sapling - a McMillan product. The four tests will be online with the option to take the test twice. Three video discussions and Sapling quizzes and two take-homes make up the rest of the grade. Bonus quiz discussions will be offered in class.

E-mail: mark.welford@uni.edu

ITTC 205C Office hours: immediately after class, and by appointment!